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Summary We examined the impact of terrorism on the administration of organizational justice. Based on Terror
Management Theory (TMT), it was hypothesized that punishment of deviance would change following an act
of terrorism. Specifically, deviant individuals who committed an act high in moral severity would receive
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Introduction
Few scholars would be surprised to learn that terrorism can cause individuals to treat others less fairly. Prior work has

explained this phenomenon by observing that intergroup conflict can lead individuals to treat outgroup members in

an unjust manner. For instance, after the 9/11 strike on the World Trade Center, injured parties expressed heightened

ingroup solidarity and patriotism (Bonanno & Jost, 2006; Skitka, 2005). This energized collective identity was

believed to impel individuals to exclude outgroup members from their scope of justice (cf. Clayton & Opotow, 2003;

Hafer & Olson, 2003; Opotow, 1990, 1995). As evidence of this phenomenon post 9/11, various media outlets

reported that Arab Americans were subject to increased workplace victimization because their fellow citizens

stereotyped them as similar to the terrorists (Elliott, 2006). For example, a correctional officer of Arab origin,

working at the United States Penitentiary (USP) in Jonesville, Virginia, experienced discrimination soon after 9/11.

He dealt with harassing behavior and discriminatory treatment by fellow coworkers, in the form of racial epithets and

assaults. Moreover, his office was searched without any explanation given to him, while he was out of his office on

workers’ compensation (ADC, 2008).

While explanations based on intergroup conflict have been supported, this only provides a partial account for the

effect of terrorism on workplace injustice. Based on Terror Management Theory (TMT), we argue that the violence

inherent in terrorism increases the salience of one’s own mortality and concern for morality (Cohen, Ogilvie,

Solomon, Greenberg, & Pyszcynski, 2005; Landau et al., 2004; Pyszczynski, Solomon, & Greenberg, 2003), and this

can cause individuals to be more punitive and less consistent in how they respond to acts of deviance (Rosenblatt

et al., 1989Rosenblatt, Greenberg, Solomon, Pyszczynski, & Lyon, 1989).
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TMT argues that thoughts of death are painful to individuals (Pyszczynski, Greenberg, & Solomon, 1999).

To manage these ill-feelings, people seek comfort in values and beliefs and group membership that provide them

with a sense of meaning and purpose (Pyszczynski, Greenberg, & Solomon, 1997). These values can be things such

as one’s moral convictions, religious affiliation, or national identity, to name a few. In short, when people are

reminded of their own demise, they cling to their values and beliefs so as to buffer thoughts of death.

Previous research has found that terrorism attacks produce an increase in the accessibility of death-related

thoughts (e.g., 9/11 and WTC, in Landau et al., 2004, Study 2). Given that terrorist attacks can induce thoughts of

death; and, that people adhere more tightly to their norms and values when they are reminded of their death, we

suggest that moral norms become more important to individuals following a terrorist attack (Pyszczynski et al.,

2003). Therefore, decision-makers may have been more likely to prescribe harsh punishments for those who violated

these norms after 9/11 (Rosenblatt et al., 1989). Effects like this could be destructive to organizations that work to

maintain a high level of procedural justice and consistency in the sanctions for deviant employees (cf. Barrett-

Howard & Tyler, 1986; Leventhal, 1976, 1980; Leventhal, Karuza & Fry, 1980; Myyry & Helkama, 2002).

In the sections that follow, we argue that disciplinary decisions in organizations can become heavily biased

following terrorist attacks. We begin with a discussion of workplace fairness and organizational deviance, paying

special attention to the consistency rule of procedural justice. Following this, we turn our attention to TMT,

illustrating how mortality salience can compromise that rule when transgressors breech a widely accepted moral

norm (Rosenblatt et al., 1989). Finally, we present a quasi-experimental test of these ideas using archival data from

an organizational whose mission is to provide justice to the public.
Organizational Justice and Workplace Deviance
A considerable amount of research suggests that unfair treatment at work can push employees to retaliate (Folger,

1993; Folger & Baron, 1996; Tripp & Bies, 2009). Often this retribution takes the form of destructive workplace

deviance (Berry, Ones, & Sackett, 2007; Mitchell & Ambrose, 2007). For example, in one study of manufacturing

workers, Skarlicki and Folger (1997) found that unjustly treated individuals committed a variety of retaliatory

behaviors including purposely damaging equipment, stealing supplies, and gossiping (see also, Skarlicki & Folger,

2004). Other research has found that injustice can result in acts of sabotage (Ambrose, Seabright, & Schminke, 2002)

and vandalism (DeMoore, Fisher, & Baron, 1988). While this is an important line of inquiry, prior research relating

justice to deviance is limited in an important respect. Specifically, it emphasizes workers reactions to injustice, rather

than the proactive steps organizations take to increase or decrease fairness.

Reactive versus proactive justice

Historically, scholars have distinguished between two types of fairness research—reactive and proactive (Colquitt &

Shaw, 2005). Reactive justice focuses on how individuals respond to unfair treatment at the hands of authority

figures. Proactive justice centers on how individuals choose to behave in a fair or unfair fashion. The bulk of

the deviance literature has highlighted reactive, rather than proactive, fairness (Folger & Cropanzano, 1998). The

present study addresses a gap in the literature and explores how proactive justice decisions are made. Proactive

justice poses a challenge for work organizations, since seemingly ‘‘extraneous’’ events may cause managers to

change their standards of fairness.

The consistency rule and proactive justice

Herein, we argue that death awareness can prompt individuals to increase their adherence to shared norms of

morality. Hence, when punishing transgressions that are high in moral severity, individuals may be inconsistent in
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TERRORISM AND ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE
their judgments, in the form of harsher punishments, for certain acts of deviance when mortality is salient. From the

perspective of proactive justice, the decision-maker is being unfair, since the resulting punishment depends on

factors other than the original misdeed. To be viewed as fair, sanctions need to be non-arbitrary and consistent (for

evidence, see Ball, 1991; Ball, Trevino, & Sims, 1992, 1993, 1994; Tyler & Bies, 1989).

While a number of factors affect whether a given decision is just (cf. Leventhal, 1976, 1980; Leventhal et al.,

1980), consistency is among the more important (Myyry & Helkama, 2002). This is especially true when a process is

formal, such as in a disciplinary action taken toward a deviant employee (Barrett-Howard & Tyler, 1986; Lind &

Tyler, 1988). And, past research has found that perceptions of fairness are essential to attaining positive reactions to

disciplinary action; unjust punishment tends to be less effective (Chi & Lo, 2003; Cole & Latham, 1997).

Despite the demonstrable importance of consistent treatment for all, it is not clear that decision-makers effectively

follow this standard following terrorist attacks. We now turn to Terror Management Theory, which is the framework

we use to argue that the consistency rule may be violated, and fairness impaired, when a decision-maker’s mortality

becomes salient. We argue that authority figures—like managers—are at risk of becoming more punitive toward

individuals who threaten their salient moral norms and values following a terrorist incident. Hence, they are likely to

make judgments that are inconsistent with those they would have made prior to an attack.
Terror Management Theory
Theoretical overview

TMT provides a theoretical explanation for positing changes in the punishment of organizational deviance after 9/11.

The foundation for TMT was laid by Ernest Becker (1962/1971, 1973, 1975), who argued that humans have extreme

difficulty dealing with the inconsistency between having an instinctual drive to live and realizing, at a more evolved

intellectual level, that life is finite. Based on Becker’s (1975) ideas, Greenberg and his colleagues (Greenberg,

Pyszczynski, & Solomon, 1986; Solomon, Greenberg, & Pyszczynski, 1991) developed TMT. These scholars argue

that humans cannot comfortably sustain thoughts about their own death and must keep these cognitions largely

outside of focal consciousness. To avoid the ‘‘terror’’, which results from thinking about one’s death, individuals

shield themselves with a cultural anxiety buffer—a social psychological structure consisting of one’s cultural

worldview and their self-esteem. By relying on culturally established norms and values, people are able to imbue

their lives with value and existential significance. Using this system, individuals are thought to be able to minimize

the conflict between having a drive to live and the knowledge that death is inevitable. Increased adherence to one’s

cultural worldview is thus the coping mechanism used to buffer thoughts of mortality.

Over the last two decades, numerous studies have investigated the impact of fear of death on cultural worldviews (e.g.,

Greenberg, Pyszczynski, Solomon, & Rosenblatt, 1990; Rosenblatt et al., 1989). Research in this area has shown that an

induction of mortality salience can lead individuals to display physically aggression against others who threaten their

worldviews (McGregor et al., 1998) and discriminate against outgroup members (e.g., See & Petty, 2006).
Mortality salience and conscious decision-making

It is important to mention that TMT effects are only found when death-related thoughts are on the fringe of

consciousness. They do not transpire immediately after a death reminder, but take time to ‘‘sink in’’ (Pyszczynski,

Greenberg, & Solomon, 1999; for additional evidence bearing on this point, see Greenberg, Simon, Solomon,

Pyszczynski, & Lyon, 1995). Explicitly, death awareness must be at a subconscious level for TMT-related effects to

materialize (for empirical evidence and a discussion of subliminal versus supraliminal death primes, see Arndt,

Greenberg, Pyszczynski, & Solomon, 1997). Because TMT effects are related to the subconscious processing of
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information, it may be difficult for even well-trained decision-makers, like managers and judges, to compensate for

its biasing effect (Barsade, Ramaragan, & Westen, in press). We develop these and related ideas next.
Terror Management Theory and Disciplinary Decision-Making
TMT studies have found that mortality salience impacts the punishment of deviance even within the strictly

regulated U.S. legal environment that is constitutionally charged with doling out consistent and fair punishment.

Lieberman and his colleagues (2001, Study 1), for example, found that subjects who were reminded of their

mortality had more negative opinions of hate crimes and made more punitive recommendations for punishment than

subjects in a control condition, but only when hate crimes were discussed in general terms (i.e., no mention of the

specific group that was victimized). In other words, thoughts of death made one more punitive (Study 1), but not if

the victim of the crime was a member of an identity-threatening outgroup (i.e., Jews or homosexuals, Study 2) (also

cf. Greenberg, Schimel, Martens, Solomon, & Pyszczynski, 2001).

In a slightly different vein, Rosenblatt and his colleagues (1989) examined punitiveness using municipal court judges.

Half of these decision-makers were asked to contemplate their own death. All judges were then presented with a

hypothetical legal case brief that mirrored those typically used during prostitution trials and told to set a value for the

bond. These scholars hypothesized and found that judges who were reminded of their mortality set higher bonds for the

alleged prostitute than judges who were not reminded of their death—an average of $405 greater than judges who had not

been reminded of their death ($455 versus $50, respectively). Furthermore, none of the judges in the mortality salience

condition reported being upset after thinking about their death compared with the control group, supporting the premise

that terror management processes occur below conscious levels. Taking a TMT perspective, this effect occurred because

knowledge of death prompts individuals to reaffirm belief systems that provide them with meaning. Assuming judges

believe in statutes they work to uphold, they would be harsher on those who threatened that element of their belief system.

If moral issues are not at stake, however, TMT effects should be weaker. To examine this issue directly, Rosenblatt

et al. (1989) conducted a second study, assessing participants’ attitudes about prostitution before the experimental

manipulation. They found that non-judge participants in the mortality salience condition set higher bonds for the

prostitute only if they espoused negative views about prostitution from the outset of the experiment. These studies

provide support for the contention that mortality salience heightens the need to bolster cultural worldviews and that

this act can take the form of punishing moral offenders.

Florian, Mikulincer, and their colleagues replicated and extended these findings (Florian & Mikulincer, 1997,

1998; Florian, Mikulincer, & Hirschberger, 2001, 2002; Mikulincer & Florian, 2000). In short, subjects who were

reminded of their death suggested harsher punishments for individuals who had engaged in deviant acts than those

who were not told to think about their mortality; and, in the mortality salience condition, intrapersonal transgressions

(e.g., mental damage) were rated more negatively than interpersonal transgressions (e.g., damage to social status)

(Florian & Mikulincer, 1997; Study 1). Given these findings, we expect that terrorist strikes increase punitiveness,

but only when a transgressor engages in deviance of a highly serious moral nature.
Understanding Moral Issues
Broadly speaking, a moral issue is present when an individual’s behaviors have the potential to harm or benefit

another person (Velasquez & Rostankowski, 1985). More specifically, the actions in question need to have

consequences for other individuals. As ethicists have long argued, an ‘‘immoral’’ action is not identical to a violation

of the law (Feinberg, 1984; Hosmer, 1996). While a given organizational rule may reflect the moral judgment of that

community, this need not be the case. Individuals generally view formal behavioral proscriptions as having varying
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degrees of ethical content. For example, citizens do not always support the law (Rossi & Berk, 1997; Rossi, Berk, &

Campbell, 1997). Therefore, it logically follows that judging of the moral severity of an act of deviance is distinct

from holding someone responsible for rule (or law) breaking.
Criteria for moral severity

Research suggests that some infractions are relatively serious violations of ethical standards, whereas others

actions constitute less serious violations (Birnbaum, 1972; Cushman, 2008; Riskey & Birnbaum, 1974). At

least three attributes combine to make a transgression either more or less morally severe (cf. Folger & Cropanzano,

1998, 2001, see also Brockner, Fishman, Reb, Goldman, Spiegel, & Garden, 2007; Cropanzano, Chrobot-

Mason, Rupp, & Prehar, 2004)—it violates widely accepted normative standards, it is intentional, and it

results in harm to others. When attributes such as these are present, the infraction has a greater amount of moral

severity (cf. Cushman, Young, & Hauser, 2006; Jones, 1991). When one (or more) is absent, moral severity is

lower than when all are present. For example, the purposeful murder of another human is generally viewed as an act

with a higher level of moral severity than killing someone in self-defense. Thus, killing in self-defense is a less

morally severe act than killing for other reasons. Below we discuss the three attributes of moral severity in more

detail.

First, moral severity tends to be higher when there is an infringement of an ethical standard (Cropanzano & Stein,

2009; Cushman, Knobe, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008; Haidt, 2006), and this standard should be more than simply a

set of formal rules (cf. Reynolds & Ceranic, 2007). The observer needs to internalize the moral norm. For example, it

is against the law to eschew paying one’s taxes. However, for some people tax evasion does not engender an intense

reaction. Many individuals believe that their taxes are too high, making tax evasion justifiable and relatively low in

moral severity, even though this violates the law. Second, moral severity is often higher when the actor intends to do

harm (Cushman, 2008). For example, first-degree murder assumes intent to kill whereas manslaughter does not.

Therefore, individuals generally consider first-degree murder to be morally severe, but are less troubled by

manslaughter (Velasquez & Rostankowski, 1985). Third, an action viewed as having a high level of moral severity

usually results in concrete damage to individuals (Birnbaum, 1972). People view an act of deviance as having greater

moral severity when an individual or a small group is injured. They tend to perceive the act as less morally severe

when a large institution, such as a corporation, is harmed (Jones, 1991).
Classifying deviant acts

These three criteria (1) violation of a normative standard, (2) intent, and (3) harm to individuals, provide a standard

for classifying different types of deviant acts. Other things being equal, the more of these criteria it meets, the more

morally severe the infraction. Likewise, the less morally severe the infraction, the fewer of these criteria are met.

Hence, some crimes are more morally severe than others. In what follows, we describe the type of organization we

picked to examine the punishment of deviance, our rationale for doing so, the specific acts of deviance we examined,

and how they fit into the classification system for moral severity described above.
The Present Sample
Organizational scholars have just begun to recognize the importance of examining terrorism and death salience in

work-related contexts (Grant & Wade-Benzoni, 2009). In light of the fact that terrorism research and TMTare new to
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the field of organizational behavior, we sought to assuage initial skepticism of this theory by using the most

conservative population we could find to test our hypotheses. We settled on examining punitiveness in an

organization that is legally bound to maintain fairness in the dispensation of punishment. The organization we chose

is literally in the business of punishment—that organization being the U.S. Federal Judiciary.
The organization of the federal judiciary and the importance of sentencing decisions

Akin to the management of an organization with various branches in diverse locales, each federal court within the

United States operates with substantial autonomy to manage their operations in accordance with guidelines and

policies set at the regional and national levels. Furthermore, courts have extensive authority and flexibility to carry

out their work, institute budget priorities, make business decisions, hire personnel, and make purchases in-line with

policies and spending limits. In short, the federal judiciary is a fully-functional organization with a structure similar

to a major multi-branch corporation.

In terms of assessing punishment, federal courts are much like a human resources department—encountering a

myriad of deviant workplace behaviors from sexual harassment to theft of company property. The federal court

system adjudicates criminal and civil cases in public and private disputes involving individuals as well as

organizations. Trial court proceeding can be conducted with a sole judge or an entire jury. Similarly, the punishment

of workplace deviance in organizations can be under a manager’s sole digression (much like a federal court case

without a jury) or that of a group, by means of an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) program. For example,

Anheuser-Busch, InBev uses an in-house ADR program with several stages for resolving disputes. The final stage

employs a panel of decision making authorities who settle on the level of discipline (if any) that the defendant

(employee accused of some type of workplace deviance) will face.
The ‘‘business’’ of punishment and professional judges

As discussed earlier, TMT posits that the effects of mortality salience on decision-making are not entirely conscious

(Pyszczynski et al., 1999). As a result, biases should manifest even when the strategic mission of an organization is to

be fair. In this regard, the U.S. Federal Judiciary is an ideal sample. Instead of producing a tangible product, the

federal judiciary’s principal service is to provide social justice. Also relevant for our purposes, and similar to other

major organizations, the judiciary requires its new recruits (i.e., newly appointed judges) to attend an employee

training program. Workshops are also held on a regular basis to inform judges about new legislation, developments in

case law, and judicial skills.

As a result of this training, judges serving on the federal bench are, or at least should be, skilled in providing fair

decisions. If mortality salience effects are observed in this type of organization, where one would expect them to be

weak, then they should be more likely to generalize to other samples, where decision-makers have less formal

training.
Sentencing guidelines and the role of formal constraints

The biasing effects of mortality salience should be strong enough to overcome moderate situational constraints.

Importantly, during the time frame examined in this study, federal judgments were under the guidance of the

Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 (SRA). The SRA was created to answer a call for consistent and proportionate

sentencing (Frankel, 1972a, b). It was developed by the United States Sentencing Commission, which was tasked

with creating a set of sentencing guidelines designed to accomplish ‘‘honesty,’’ ‘‘uniformity,’’ and ‘‘proportionality’’

in federal sentencing (USSC, 1993, p. 2). In other words, the SRA attempted to set firm value judgments regarding
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criminal behavior and punishment. Legal scholars criticized this system as being extremely rigid. However, the

guidelines were not totally inflexible—allowing for about a 25 per cent spread between maximum and minimum

sentences for every combination of offense egregiousness and prior criminal record (Spohn, 2005).

Subsequent to the Supreme Court ruling in United States v. Booker (2005), federal judges were no

longer required to use the sentencing guidelines. For this reason, we were careful to study a period in which

they were in effect (1994–2005). Thus, if the predicted effects of mortality salience are observed in our study,

they have exerted their influence within the relatively limited range of flexibility that was allowed by these

guidelines.
Specific acts of deviance examined and hypotheses

The process of deciding which acts of deviance to test was theory-driven by both TMT and the moral decision-

making literature described earlier. The crimes high in moral severity were first-degree murder, sexual abuse, and

kidnapping. These met all three of our criteria (i.e., they violated a normative standard, were intentional, and harmed

another person). Said differently, for the purpose of this research, in order for a crime to meet our operational

definition of high moral severity, all three of the criteria had to be implicated. The crimes low in moral severity, on the

other hand, were income tax evasion, manslaughter, and food stamp fraud. These acts of deviance only met one of the

three criteria mentioned above. Our hypotheses are as follows:

Hypothesis 1a: Decision-makers punished individuals convicted of acts of deviance that were high in

moral severity (i.e., first-degree murder, sexual abuse, and kidnapping) more severely post 9/11 compared to

pre 9/11.
Hypothesis 1b: Decision-makers punished individuals convicted of acts of deviance that were low in moral

severity (i.e., tax evasion, manslaughter, and food stamp fraud) in a similar manner pre and post 9/11.

Some similarities between legal and organizational deviance

As discussed earlier, we chose to examine three crimes with a high level of moral severity—kidnapping, murder,

and sexual abuse. Some of these have clear workplace analogies. Sexual abuse certainly occurs in the work

settings, though in the employment context it is often viewed as a type of sexual harassment (O’Leary-Kelly,

Bowes-Sperry, Bates, & Lean, 2009). Murder, while thankfully rare, is not unknown at work, and has been

considered as an outcome of workplace aggression (Griffin & Lopez, 2005). Kidnapping, is clearly the least

organizationally applicable, and, the only one of these crimes that has not received some attention from

workplace scholars.

An even stronger case can be made for the crimes with a low level of moral severity. These included manslaughter,

tax evasion, and food stamp fraud. Manslaughter, like murder, is sometimes the result of workplace violence or

employees acting in a laxidasical manner regarding safety regulations, leading to deadly workplace accidents (e.g.,

getting caught in a piece of heavy machinery). Likewise, it is also true that individuals pad expense reports and

employees sometimes steal office supplies (e.g., Polinsky & Shavell, 1993; Slemrod, 2001; U.S. General Accounting

Office, 2003).

Seen from this view, with the exception of kidnapping, the deviant acts examined in the present paper are not, for

the most part, terribly different from the kinds of law-breaking that can take place in the workplace. Given this, one

could make similar prediction regarding the effect of mortality salience on punitiveness in more traditional

organizations. Explicitly, the induction of mortality salience should increase punitiveness toward sexual harassment

and deliberate attempts to harm a coworker, but not toward accidental harm, individuals caught padding their

expense reports, or similar acts of deviance taken by employees within an organization.
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Method
We employed a quasi-experimental time-series design (cf. Marcantonio & Cook, 1994; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell,

2002) to examine the punishment of criminals in federal court pre and post September 11, 2001. Previous research on

TMT has found stimuli associated with the attacks (9/11 and WTC) to produce an increase in the accessibility of

death-related thoughts (Landau et al., 2004; Study 2). This prior research provides evidence that 9/11 salience is

functionally equivalent to priming mortality salience in the laboratory, which is a key element of our study design.

Archival data was obtained from the Federal Justice Statistics Resource Center (2006), a project of the Bureau of

Justice Statistics. This database included incoming, outgoing, and pending cohorts of suspects and defendants

processed in the federal criminal justice system. We analyzed incoming cohorts for the fiscal years 1994 to 2005

inclusive. The datasets we used were created from the case management files of the Administrative Office of the U.S.

Courts (AOUSC).

By combining incoming cohort datasets from 1994 to 2005, a single database was created that included 956 105

cases commenced in federal court during the aforementioned period of time. The variables we analyzed were labeled

as follows in the AOUSC records: Most Serious Filing Offense (e.g., first-degree murder), Sentencing Month,

Sentencing Year, and Total Prison Sentence Imposed.
Data analytic strategy

Prior to modeling the longitudinal nature of the data, mean effects before and after 9/11 were tested for using

multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA). Specifically, there were six response variables corresponding to

the number of years sentenced for each crime. The predictor variables consisted of one factor (pre versus post 9/11)

and the covariate, which was the month the sentencing took place. Per usual practice, if the multivariate test of the

means was significant, the individual variables were inspected via ANOVA’s to determine if specific variables were

driving the results of the multivariate test.

When analyzing the longitudinal nature of the data, the general data analytic strategy was the employment of two

models for the analysis of trend data with a known ‘‘event’’ occurring during the measurement period. To provide

more faith in the results, two separate modeling techniques were employed under the assumption that if the results

agreed one could have more confidence in the findings. The two data analytic procedures employed were (i)

piecewise linear regression with correlated error terms (Neter, Kutner, Nachtsheim, & Wasserman, 1996, p. 479),

and (ii) an intervention analysis in the context of an ARIMA model (Pena, Tiao, & Tsay, 2001, p. 146). The former

can be used to test whether the regression of sentence time (Y) on months sentenced (X) follows one linear relation

on one range of X (i.e., prior to 9/11) and a different linear relation elsewhere (i.e., after 9/11), while, as described by

Box and Tiao (1975), the latter is used to test the effect of a dynamic change on a time-series at a known point in time

(i.e., 9/11). Each of the two approaches is described in turn.

Piecewise regression with correlated errors

To fit the piecewise regression model, the following components were required: Sentence length as the response

variable; similarly, the predictor variables were: Month sentenced (continuous ranging from 1 to 144), sentence

before or after September 11, 2001 (1¼ yes, 0¼ no; it is important to note that in the context of this modeling

framework, this term indicates whether there was a ‘‘break’’ in the regression line at 9/11/2001), and moral severity

of the crime (1¼ high moral severity, 0¼ low moral severity). Additionally, quadratic terms were included for the

month sentenced to test whether there were nonlinear effects before or after September 11, 2001. In effect, the

piecewise linear model tested whether the beta coefficients were the same pre 9/11 and post 9/11, with differential

effects indicating a change in the process governing the relationship between the predictor variables and the response

variable. After fitting the overall model testing the ‘‘grand effect’’ of type of crime, similar models were fit
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individually for each crime. Before fitting the data, the response variable was created by taking the average prison

sentence for each of the 144 months covered by the data set. This averaging process helped mitigate the effect of outliers.

Intervention analysis
For this modeling approach, we used the same variables as in the prior model (i.e., Y, X1, X2). The ARIMA

(Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) model can be thought of as containing two parts: The observations and

the error terms (McCain & McCleary, 1979). The observations can be thought of as the ‘‘autoregressive’’ part of

the model, where each observation is represented by a linear combination of previous observations, an error term

associated with its observation, and a combination of all the error terms associated with prior observations. The

portion of the model involving the error terms is often deemed the ‘‘moving average.’’ The autoregressive part of

the model indicates how much each observation is dependent on prior observation, while the moving average part of

the model tracks how the mean of sentence length changes across the series. In general, the integration of these two

ideas can be used to describe the level and trend of a time series. For the current study, we also included an

intervention at September 11, 2001 to see if that specific date affected the structure of the time series.
Results
Multivariate analysis of covariance

As indicated earlier, we began our analyses by testing whether sentencing changed following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

The MANCOVA indicated that there was not a significant effect for either pre versus post 9/11 (Wilks’ l¼ 0.817;

F(6,52)¼ 1.95; p¼ 0.09), though there was a trend toward greater punitiveness. Likewise, when we used the month of

sentencing as a covariate, a similar (nonsignificant) tendency was observed (Wilks’ l¼ 0.814; F(6,52)¼ 1.98;

p¼ 0.09). Though not predicted, these trends are generally consistent with the expectation that sentences should become

longer subsequent to the attack, but only for crimes that are morally severe. That is, we would expect nonsignificant

findings for crimes that do not have a high level of moral severity, while anticipating significant effects for crimes that do.

To explore this possibility directly, we tested two additional models: One where the three response variables were the

high severity moral crimes and one where the response variables were not. When moral severity was low, then the effects

for pre versus post 9/11 (Wilks’ l¼ 0.912; F(3,61)¼ 1.96; p¼ 0.13), and also for the month sentenced (Wilks’

l¼ 0.909; F(6,52)¼ 2.02; p¼ 0.12), were nonsignificant. The high moral severity crimes told a different story. There

was an overall effect for pre versus post 9/11 (Wilks’ l¼ 0.89; F(3,84)¼ 3.17; p¼ 0.02) and also for month sentenced

(Wilks’ l¼ 0.841; F(6,52)¼ 5.30; p¼ 0.01). When examining the individual ANOVAs, there was no effect for sexual

abuse for either the pre-post grouping factor (F(1,86)¼ .48, p¼ 0.49) or sentencing-month covariate (F(1,86)¼ 3.22,

p¼ 0.07). However, both the pre–post grouping factor and sentencing-month covariate were significant for the other two

high moral severity crimes; kidnapping (factor: F(1,86)¼ 3.96, p¼ 0.05; covariate: F(1,86)¼ 9.06, p¼ 0.003) and

murder (factor: F(1, 86)¼ 7.09, p¼ 0.01; covariate: F(1, 86)¼ 5.59, p¼ 0.02). When these three sets of MANCOVAs

were compared, it appeared that the marginal trends (p¼ 0.09) were brought about by combining crimes high and low in

moral severity in a single analysis. In most cases, sentences for the high moral severity crimes showed significant

increases after 9/11. This did not occur for other crimes. When the two types of crimes were added together, one

changing and one remaining about the same, a promising but nonsignificant trend resulted.
Piecewise linear regression—overall model

The overall model examined whether there was an overall linear and quadratic effect before and after 9/11 (see

Table 1). When all the series were combined, there was no overall linear or quadratic effect. Additionally, 9/11 did
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Table 1. Parameter estimates for the overall model (piecewise linear regression)

Variable Parameter estimate t statistic p-value

Intercept 7.505 1.66 0.0983
Pre-9/11 linear effect (A) 0.208 1.05 0.2928
Post-9/11 linear effect (B) �0.254 �0.12 0.9061
Continuity of slope (C) 6.951 0.13 0.8963
Pre-9/11 quadratic effect 0.003 1.10 0.2708
Post-9/11 quadratic effect �0.001 �0.06 0.9495
Moral severity (D) 68.082 7.82 < 0.0001
A�D �0.519 �3.25 0.0012
B�D 1.271 2.33 0.0199
C�D 6.89 0.40 0.6904

J. H. STEIN ET AL.
not cause the estimated regression line to ‘‘jump’’ or ‘‘break’’, which is indicated by the non-significant estimate for

the continuity of slope. The largest effect, as expected, was for the moral nature of the crime. Furthermore, the only

other significant effects were the interactions with moral severity and the linear effect before and after 9/11 (Note:

The interaction of the quadratic effect and moral severity was not modeled because of a large degree of

multicollinearity that resulted in an unstable regression model). Given that moral severity was dummy coded, the

significant effects observed in the interactions in Table 1 ‘‘belong’’ to the high moral severity crimes. Thus, there was

an overall change in sentencing patterns for high moral severity crimes; whereas, there was not an observed change

for the low moral severity crimes.
Piecewise linear regression—individual acts of deviance

The parameter estimates for the six piecewise linear regression models are provided in Table 2. For each of the high

moral severity crimes (i.e., kidnapping, first-degree murder, and sexual abuse), an increase in prison sentences

occurred after 9/11. In fact, kidnapping and first-degree murder were decreasing prior to 9/11; whereas, after 9/11

they both exhibited a strong increased level of prison sentencing1 (see Figure 1 for model derived sentence estimates

pertaining to high moral severity crimes). In the case of the low moral severity crimes, it is clear that 9/11 did not

have a positive impact on the length of sentencing; in fact, there was a significant decrease in sentencing for food

stamp fraud2 (see Figure 2 for model derived sentence estimates pertaining to crimes that were low in moral

severity).
Intervention analysis

Like the piecewise linear regression, the ARIMA model indicated that 9/11 (i.e., the intervention; see Table 3) had an

effect on the overall series for the morally severe crimes, while there was no effect when crime were low in moral
1The following are the mean prison sentences (in years) for each type of deviance [pre 9/11, post 9/11]: Food Stamp Fraud [1.27, .91]; Tax Evasion
[4.72, 24.81]; Manslaughter [17.69, 21.15]; Kidnapping [71.46, 65.03]; Sexual Abuse [33.90, 54.42]; 1st Degree Murder [51.62, 65.91].
2An anonymous reviewer expressed concern as to why Food Stamp Fraud had a small, but significant decrease post 9/11. Although the bulk of
TMT research has focused on negative effects following a mortality salience prime, research has shown that individuals can and do engage in more
positive behaviors following death reminders For example, Jonas, Martens, Johns, Greenberg, & Reiss (2007) gave participants $10.00 and had
them divide the money between themselves and a partner as they saw fit. In the control condition, they kept an average of $6.06 for themselves. On
the other hand, when reminded of their death they kept $3.88 on average. These finding suggest that a mortality salience reminder, like 9/11, might
induce individuals to be less punitive toward individuals they perceive to be in a disadvantageous position or faced with economic hardships.
Although there are a wide range of reasons why someone would engage in food stamp fraud, one of the first that comes to our mind, is a genuine
need for more food. If 9/11 prompted individuals to care more about punishing deviants who were unfair, then they may have also been apt to show
more sensitivity toward those individuals who they feel have been unfairly disadvantaged in life.
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Table 2. Parameter estimates for more morally severe and less morally severe crimes (piecewise linear regression)

Parameter Kidnap Murder Sexual abuse Manslaughter Tax evasion Food stamp

Intercept 115.21�� 77.01�� 32.50�� 20.07� �0.7020 �0.27
Pre-9/11 slope �0.87�� �0.53�� 0.02 �0.05 0.1441 0.04�

Post-9/11 slope 1.95� 2.08�� 0.80�� 0.30 0.1776 �0.14�

R2 0.09 0.18 0.15 0.04 0.06 0.07

�p< 0.05; ��p< 0.01.

TERRORISM AND ORGANIZATIONAL JUSTICE
severity. Additionally, the estimates for the ‘‘Time’’ parameter in the ARIMA model generally followed the same

pattern of significance as the pre 9/11 slope parameter in the piecewise regression model; the only difference being

the significance associated with the estimate for food stamp fraud, perhaps eroding confidence in the magnitude of

the effect. However, the pattern of significance for the morally severe crimes was constant across both models,

providing more confidence in the general findings that 9/11 had an effect on kidnapping, first-degree murder, and

sexual abuse while it did not have an effect on tax evasion, manslaughter, and food stamp fraud.
Exploratory investigation of external validity: The 1995 Oklahoma city bombing (OKB)

As an additional, though preliminary investigation, we attempted to replicate our findings using an even earlier

terrorist incident directed toward the United States.3 Specifically, we ran post hoc tests examining sentencing of the
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Figure 1. Estimated effects for more morally severe crimes

3There was also an attempted attack on the World Trade Center in 1993. Unfortunately, the present data were inadequate. The archives of the
Federal Bureau of Justice Statistics only went back as far a September of 1993 for that data we used in our analyses.
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J. H. STEIN ET AL.
same crimes before and after the 1995 attack of the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. This attack

claimed the lives of 168 victims and injured approximately 680 people (Thomas, 1997; Shariat, Mallonee, &

Stephens-Stidham, 1998). Our present findings must be seen as preliminary, as only limited pre-attack data

were available. That is, there were only 19 months of observations prior to OKB. For this reason, we lacked

the statistical power to fully test our hypotheses using an ARIMA model and were forced to rely on simpler

analyses.

Despite this limitation, the results from the Oklahoma City bombing were generally similar to the 9/11 results.

Specifically, post-OKB, the predicted increase in sentencing was observed for first-degree murder and sexual

abuse—though not for kidnapping. Also, as expected, crimes that did not clearly involve morally severe issues failed

to display increases, with the exception of manslaughter. The significant piecewise linear regression post-OKB beta

weights were: First-degree murder, b¼ 3.11, sexual abuse, b¼ 1.48, and manslaughter, b¼ 1.09 (all significant at

p< 0.05).
Table 3. Parameter estimates for more morally severe and less morally severe crimes (ARIMA intervention analysis)

Parameter Kidnap Murder Sexual abuse Manslaughter Tax evasion Food stamp

Initial average 111.36�� 69.19�� 29.86�� 18.60 3.17 �0.15
Moving average �0.60 0.21 0.87�� 0.48 �0.03 �1.00��

AR1 �0.42 0.33 0.79� 0.53 �0.05 �0.90��

AR2 — — — — 0.23� —
Time �0.87� �0.37� 0.08 �0.02 0.03 0.03
Intervention 60.71� 42.66�� 15.68� 4.70 19.47 2.94

�p< 0.05; ��p< 0.01.
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We found this preliminary replication to be very encouraging given that it was unclear if the mortality salience

prime caused by the OKB was as far reaching, or of the same magnitude, as the attacks on 9/11. Additionally, the

individuals responsible for the OKB were captured very soon after the event. In the case of 9/11, the perpetrators of

the attacks were still free and openly admitted their intent to engage in more terrorist activities against the United

States. This kept the 9/11 attack in the news for an extended period of time. Lastly, the 9/11 terrorists were part of an

external culture that is perceived by many Americans as hostile toward the cultural institutions of the United States,

which we anticipated would lead 9/11 to have a greater impact on sentencing than the OKB. All that said, our

findings were encouraging, though in need of additional replication.
Discussion
This study hypothesized and found that acts of terrorism can lead to inconsistent punishment of morally severe

deviant acts. This was the case even though the deviant acts studied were not related to terrorism and the organization

punishing the transgressors was charged with establishing fairness and regulated by strict guidelines. Since criminal

courts make high stakes decisions about the lives of real people, this should be the type of institution least affected by

these sorts of biases. It is possible that the observed effects would be even stronger in an ordinary business firm with

decision-makers who are not explicitly trained to be fair.

Of course, terrorism is only one type of death reminder that individuals can experience; and, on a day-to-day basis

people can be reminded of their death in a variety of way that are not associated with terrorist activity. For example,

one may have a sick family member or friend who acts as a reminder of one’s own mortality. Likewise, organizations

themselves may create situations that cause their employees to ponder their own death. For instance, many

organizations have an annual enrollment period for opting in or out of insurance policies. Therefore, at the same time

every year, employees must contemplate whether they need supplemental packages such as life insurance.

Inevitably, one must consider their future death to determine whether or not it makes sense to purchase life insurance.

Given the wide range of mortality salience related situations and events that are present in individuals lives, we urge

scholars to direct future research efforts at these more frequently occurring death awareness inductions, in addition to

less-frequently occurring terrorism-related events.

It should also be reiterated that morality itself is a socio-cultural construct that varies cross-culturally and can

change over the course of time even within subgroups (Bloom, 2010). Given this, future research attempting to

replicate these results should be mindful of the cultural context in which the data are collected and anticipate how

individuals’ conception of moral severity, and the types of deviance that are deemed morally severe by the public,

may have changed since September 11th 2001. Our model of moral severity might be helpful in this regard. We argue

that a crime was likely to be viewed as morally severe if it harmed others by intentionally violating a shared norm. Of

course, norms vary cross-culturally. Something that is a transgression in one region may be better tolerated elsewhere

(Triandis, 1994). Also, cultures vary as to their tolerance for deviance.

In sum, our study had several notable strengths. First, the quasi-experimental method employed facilitated

examination of a phenomenon (mortality salience) that has typically been studied in laboratory settings. The

results presented herein reinforce interpretations of earlier findings and extend the TMT and punishment literature

to real disciplinary action following actual terrorist attacks. Second, converging results were found by means of

three separate analytic techniques (i.e., MANCOVA, piecewise regression with correlated error terms, and an

ARIMA-based intervention analysis), providing more confidence in the overall findings. Furthermore, the dataset

analyzed contained all incoming cohort federal criminal defendants for the years 1994–2005 (i.e., an entire population).

Lastly, the classification of crimes into more morally severe versus less morally severe categories was based on sound

and well-accepted theoretical reasoning (see Brockner et al., 2007; Cushman, 2008; Folger & Cropanzano, 2001; Jones,

1991).
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Implications for organizational justice

There is a subtle but important question raised by our study. What is fair? Generally, fair punishment requires

proportionality—the level of punishment is more or less appropriate depending upon the original harm (e.g., Treviño

& Weaver, 1998). For this reason, ‘‘just’’ retribution is not necessarily lenient (for a more detailed analysis,

see Tripp & Bies, 2009). One could argue that the more morally severe crimes examined in this study were

deserving of harsh retribution. That is, the stiffer post 9/11 penalties were fair, whereas the ‘‘lax’’ pre 9/11 penalties

were inappropriate. If one accepts this position, then it follows that mortality salience could have made the judges

more fair! Of course, as we pointed out in the Introduction, changing one’s standards for punishment based on a

terrorist strike violates the consistency rule of procedural justice. But apart from this, the proportionality argument

has merit.

Hence, there are three sets of standards to consider—the transgressor, the victim, and an impartial third-party.

How best to resolve these differing points of view should be the subject of future inquiry. One possibility is to seek

agreement among individuals before any wrongdoing has occurred. Under these circumstances, when no one has a

conflict of interest, consensus may provide an appropriate standard for which to administer disciplinary action when

transgressions later take place.
Implications for organizations

Given our findings, it seems worthwhile to consider how organizations, and perhaps society as a whole, can

counteract this bias. The terror management literature has proposed three broad solutions to counter the biasing

effects of mortality salience. The first involves making specific values salient to offset the generally negative effects

of mortality salience, the second is to push decision-makers to make careful and effortful decisions, and the third is to

raise self-esteem. We consider each here.
Salience of organizational values
One avenue organizations can take to counteract mortality salience effects is to remind decision-makers that fairness

can be thought of as a moral norm. Pro-social values such as kindness and fairness can be consistent with one’s

worldview (Jonas, Martens, Niesta, Fritsche, Sullivan, & Greenberg, 2008). Therefore, it may possible to counteract

these negative effects by priming the widely-held pro-social value of tolerance. Greenberg, Simon, Pyszczynski,

Solomon, and Chatel (1992) tested this possibility by priming subjects with the value of tolerance and found that

doing so counteracted the negative effects of the mortality salience prime.

Many organizations build values of tolerance into their vision and culture. Managers, therefore, would be well-

advised to emphasize tolerance-related aspects of their organizational culture following mortality salience

reminders, such as terrorist related activity. By doing so, they may mitigate the tendency for their employees to

become more punitive toward dissimilar others.
Effortful ethical thinking
We know from previous research that decision-making is influenced by biases and the use of heuristics (Tversky &

Kahneman, 1974). Furthermore, individuals often devote minimal cognitive effort toward ethical decision-making

tasks (Connolly & Hardman, 2009; Reynolds, 2006). Therefore, to counteract mortality salience effects,

managers—or anyone who is tasked with assessing punishment for deviant acts—should be encouraged to

deliberate about individual cases in a thoughtful and logical manner. Simon et al. (1997) found that direct

instructions requesting thoughtful deliberation eliminated the effect of mortality salience on how participants

evaluated individuals from various groups. Therefore, we second Arndt et al.’s (2005) recommendation to place

increased emphasis on encouraging individuals to determine appropriate punishment based strictly on policies and
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previous practices following terrorist acts (or any major mortality salience reminders). Furthermore, organizational

decision-makers should be encouraged to contemplate the importance of consistency in punishment across

transgressors prior to assessing discipline.

Positive self-regard

Another approach for reducing inconsistency comes in the form of inducing positive self-regard in decision-makers.

Several studies have shown that artificially raising self-esteem attenuates the ‘‘negative’’ mortality salience effects

typically displayed when individuals are confronted with a threat to their cultural worldviews (Arndt & Greenberg,

1999; Harmon-Jones, Simon, Greenberg, & Pyszczynski, 1997). The reasoning behind this effect is that by raising

self-esteem, individuals’ feelings of existential importance area already bolstered; and, they subsequently do not

need the additional affirmation that their cultural worldviews provide. That said, there is reason to be concerned that

increased self-esteem could have negative organizational consequences. For example, Weiss and Knight (1980)

found that individuals with lower self-esteem made more careful and thoughtful decisions than did their high self-

esteem counterparts. Clearly, more research is needed in this area.
Study limitations and future directions

Even though our findings are compelling, it is important that scholars replicate and extend these results. We selected

a legal organization because it provided an especially strong test of our predictions. Nevertheless, future research

should test these hypotheses using organizations that produce tangible goods. Both publicly traded and privately held

firms should be investigated, in addition to governmental organizations.

As with any quasi-experimental study, there was less control than is possible to achieve in a laboratory setting

(Stone-Romero, 2002). To be sure, the pattern of interactions (i.e., increased punitiveness for morally severe but not

for less morally severe violations as a function of 9/11) is consistent with our account, but, of course, some ambiguity

remains. The internal validity of any quasi-experiment rests on the judicious consideration of alternative

explanations and design weaknesses (Cook & Campbell, 1979; Shadish et al., 2002). With this in mind, we review

potential threats to our study.

Moral severity

In the present study we employed a relatively simple set of attributes to distinguish high moral severity from low

moral severity—violation of a shared normative standard, intention, and harm to others. While most scholars would

accept these three dimensions, other frameworks include additional attributes. By incorporating more dimensions,

the current theoretical model could be further refined. For example, in his work on moral intensity, which is

comparable to our present concept of moral severity, Jones (1991) listed social consensus (similar to shared moral

standards), magnitude of consequences (similar to harm), probability of effect, temporal immediacy, and proximity.

Jones did not explicitly include intention, though later work found this to be important in judgments of morality

(Cushman, 2008). Even so, it would be worthwhile to explore whether probability of effect, temporal immediacy,

and proximity contribute to moral severity beyond the attributes explored in the present study.

Other dimensions might also be important for determining whether or not an act of deviance is high in moral

severity. For example, Cushman, Young, and Hauser (2006) and Cushman, Knobe, and Sinnott-Armstrong (2008)

found that judgments of morality were influenced by whether the act in question was passive or active. When an

individual deliberately did something to harm another person (active), it was more likely to be seen as unethical.

When the individual committed an act of omission (passive) that harmed another, it was less likely to be viewed as

unethical. All six of the crimes examined in our study were active, so these considerations would not change our

conclusions, expect perhaps to make our findings conservative. Nevertheless, it would be worthwhile to replicate the

work of Cushman and his colleagues in organizational settings.
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Another interesting attribute pertains to degree of physical contact. Cushman et al. (2006) found that

transgressions involving physical contact were viewed as less moral than were those that involved no physical

contact. All of our high moral severity crimes involve physical contact—kidnapping, sexual abuse, and first degree

murder. However, one of our low moral severity crimes, manslaughter, may involve bodily contact as well. While the

findings were manslaughter were supported in the main analyses for 9/11, the reader will recall that for the OKB

data, findings for this crime were less consistent with our theory. Cushman et al.’s findings provide a plausible

explanation. Perhaps manslaughter, owing to the physical contact between the perpetrator and the victim, is more

morally severe than is tax evasion or food stamp fraud. This should be investigated in future research. Cushman’s

work (Cushman et al., 2006, 2008), along with that of Jones (1991), suggests a promising direction for new research.

Management scholars should build on these ideas in order to better understand moral judgments in work-relevant and

legal settings.
Limitations of the dataset

We examined a category of events—terrorist attacks—that are difficult to study (due to their infrequency), but can

have severe and extreme consequences for organizations when they do occur. In order to test data from a real terrorist

attack, we used archival data and theoretically-driven deductive logic to select six criminal offenses that could be

clearly classified in accordance with their moral content. Thus, the six crimes analyzed in our study had to clearly and

unambiguously be high or low on the following criteria—violation of a normative (and not simply a legal) standard,

willful intention, and actual harm to other people. For many of the offenses in our dataset, we lacked sufficient

information to make a categorization. Their moral content would vary widely depending upon the specifics of each

individual case. For example, certain laws are quite complex (e.g., anti-trust law, civil rights law, hazardous waste

disposal) and violations could occur either deliberately or by accident. Without knowing the specifics of each case,

we would have had no way to categorize these crimes with respect to their intention. Other laws encompass a broad

range of behaviors, with some doing serious harm and others doing less. Contempt of court, national park violations,

and game conservation laws are all examples of this. There were also a sizable group of federal crimes for which we

did not think people would have strong opinions (e.g., maritime and shipping offenses, migratory bird related

infractions) or for which there would be strong opinions in opposing directions (e.g., marijuana possession, gun

laws). Given these considerations, we limited our analysis only to those crimes that could be classified a priori and

provided a strong test of our theory.

Future research may seek to categorize more crimes than we did here. Given that different people will disagree as

to what constitutes a morally severe transgression, this could proceed using the methodology pioneered by

Rosenblatt et al. (1989). Rosenblatt and his colleagues measured their respondents’ personal opinions prior to their

mortality salience manipulation. In so doing, the authors incorporated individual differences into their study, rather

than treating them as a source of error.
Downward sentencing trends prior to 9/11

The reader will notice that of the morally severe crimes, both kidnapping and sexual abuse experienced a decreasing

trend in sentencing prior to 9/11. During the course of our study, we attempted to determine the cause for the negative

slope pre 9/11. To this end, we searched for literature describing this effect and consulted criminology scholars, but

were unable to identify a definitive explanation for the decrease in sentencing for these two particular crimes but not

for sexual abuse. Of course, a number of things were going on, such as a general decrease in the rate of violent

crimes. However, these general trends do not explain why there was a change only after the attack on 9/11. That said,

we do not believe that lack of knowledge about the decrease in sentencing impacts our interpretation of the results. In

fact, the negative slope pre 9/11 strengthens our reasoning since there was a complete reversal of this trend following
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the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Regardless of what caused the decrease pre 9/11, the effect of the terrorist attacks clearly

overpowered this so much that the slope of the relationships changed from negative to positive. We believe this

transformation in the direction of the relationships speaks to the power that terrorism had on punishment in the

United States.
A conservative shift post 9/11?

There is another rival hypothesis that was brought to our attention and deserves discussion. Perhaps the change was

not in sentences as such, but in the people doing the sentencing. The first part of this issue pertains to the political

leanings of federal judges appointed post 9/11, and the second part pertains to whether 9/11 actually prompted a

more general shift toward conservatism among the American public.

Appointment of federal judges

In the United States, federal judges are appointed by the President. In 2000, the more liberal administration of

President William J. Clinton was replaced by the more conservation Presidency of George W. Bush. However, the

attack on the World Trade Center was only about a year later. This was probably not enough time for massive

changes in sentencing, since a large number of new judges would have had to have been appointed during that time.

Additionally, a case can be made that political conservatives tend to be more punitive toward convicted criminals

than are their liberal counterparts (Bowers, 1998; Rossi & Berk, 1997). However, we do not know of evidence

indicating that conservatives are more punitive toward the particular crimes in which we witnessed an increase in

punishment (i.e., the morally severe crimes) and not toward the crimes that were low in moral severity we examined.

In fact, conservatives often value traditional patriotism (Kirk, 1986) and are skeptical of government-run welfare

programs (Lind, 1995). Hence, we would have expected an increasingly conservative federal judiciary to harshly

punish tax evasion and welfare fraud. These effects, however, were not observed. In fact, we noted a trend for welfare

fraud to receive less punitive sentencing. Moreover, it is important to note that our findings were partially replicated

for the Oklahoma City Bombing that took place in 1995, well in advance of President Bush’s administration. Given

that similar results were observed during the years of the Clinton Presidency, it seems unlikely that the effects were

due to conservative judicial appointment.

A universal shift toward conservatism?

The second part to this rival explanation pertains to a more general assumption that the entire American populace

became more conservative following the terrorist attacks. Empirical evidence, however, suggests that this

assumption is not entirely correct. Explicitly, research to date has found death-salience to both promote ones pre-

existing political worldview and lead individuals to shift away from their usual political leanings. Furthermore, other

studies have found discrepancies between shifts in liberals and conservatives following death primes—with some

scholars even noting a more extreme liberal shift for those participants who self-identified as being less politically

conservative (e.g, Weise, Arcizewski, Verhilliac, Pyszczynski, & Greenberg, 2007). Discrepancies between the

findings of various studies addressing this question, have led TMT scholars to suggest that within a few years

following the 9/11 attacks, American conservatives showed apparent and predictable effects in the form of bolstering

of their preexisting worldviews, but liberals displayed more erratic and less consistent behaviors. In other words,

differences in concern for morality, spanning the wide range of time in which these studies were conducted following

9/11, likely accounted for some of the disparate findings in political shifts (Anson, Pyszczynski, Solomon, &

Greenberg, 2009). Given all of this, we do not think it is reasonable to assume that a conservative shift in American

values could account for the change in punitiveness for morally severe acts of deviance witnessed after 9/11, since it

was unlikely to have occurred for the entire American public.
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Severity of deviance and exposure to images of war and violence

A final alternative has to do with the nature of the deviant acts examined.4 The issue can be stated at follows: The

morally severe crimes we examined involved more serious outcomes than did the crimes that were low in moral

severity. As a consequence of their exposure to reports of war, judges and juries may have increased their desire to

discipline offenders whose deviance was especially injurious as opposed to morally severe. This is an interesting

possibility. It is difficult to separate harmful wrongs from morally severe ones because the two are sometimes

correlated. When the harm is great, then the size of the moral violation may be greater as well (Jones, 1991, refers to

this as magnitude of consequence).

While these are important considerations, empirical evidence stemming from both the terror management and the

outcome severity literatures supports the validity of our mortality salience interpretation. As we mentioned earlier,

Rosenblatt et al. (1989) had participants assign penalties for prostitution. Even when all of the participants saw the

same crime (equal severity) sentences differed depending upon whether one’s mortality had been made salient and

whether one saw prostitution as morally severe. These findings are consistent with our present study. Interestingly,

research exploring the effects of crime severity also supports our terror management interpretation. DaGloria and

DeRidder (1977, 1979) found that laboratory participants viewed normative violations as more deserving of

punishment even when the amount of harm was held constant.

Furthermore, even on those occasions when the harmfulness of a crime increases sentencing, it does so in a

manner that is quite different than the process observed here. Kassin and Garfield (1991) presented jurors with

gruesome and disturbing evidence, which makes a crime appear more severe that it would otherwise seem to be.

These heightened perceptions of severity were then found to be associated with increased punitiveness. Explicitly,

research participants were ‘‘tougher’’ when grisly details made a transgression seemed more brutal. However, unlike

our findings, the severity effects observed by Kassin and Garfield only exerted themselves immediately following the

presentation. After a modest period of time had passed, the severity of the crime no longer impacted sentencing.

Conversely, Terror Management related effects have been shown to only occur after a temporal delay (Pyszczynski

et al., 1999). As displayed in Figure 1, sentences slightly increased immediately after 9/11, but continued to increase

for some time afterward. This pattern of findings is consistent with TMT’s dual process model of defense against

conscious and nonconscious death-related thoughts (Pyszczynski et al., 1999).

According to the dual process model, immediately following a mortality salience induction, people engage in

proximal defenses (defensive distortions and rationalizations to make one feel less vulnerable), but they do not show

evidence of distal defenses (e.g., harsh punishment against people who threaten their cultural worldviews). In other

words, Kassin and Garfield found that severity boosts punitiveness early, while Pyszczynski and his colleagues argue

that TMT related effects are small-to-nonexistent early on and are stronger later in time. Both theories are probably

both correct, with the respective phenomena operating on different cycles.

As the goal of this study was to explore terror management theory, we used a setting where there would be

sufficient time for the mortality salience effect to exert itself. Our findings were notably different from those obtained

by Kassin and Garfield (1991) but quite consistent with TMT research (Greenberg, Arndt, Simon, Pyszczynski, &

Solomon, 2000).
Persistence of heightened punishment for morally laden deviance

Another area for future research involves the pattern of results displayed in Figure 1. Notice that the effect of 9/11

seems to have been gradual. The upsurge in sentencing began just after the terrorist attack, but then continued to rise

for 4 years afterwards. We posited that TMT effects would be apparent only after death-related thoughts had subsided

to the subconscious realm (Arndt et al., 2005; Pyszczynski et al., 1999), and our findings are consistent with this.
4We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this possibility to us.
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However, the continuous increase is an interesting finding that illustrates the complexities of mortality salience in

field settings.

As one might have already guessed, September 11th was not the only reminder of death in the aforementioned

time period. The United States went to war in Afghanistan and Iraq as part of the president’s stated intention to rid the

world of terror. Politics in the United States, as well as the media attention devoted to it, acted as a steady mortality

salience reminder in the months and years following the attacks.

In other words, the dramatic attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were then followed by

continuous coverage of two wars involving Americans. It has been demonstrated in the lab that persistent, low-

intensity reminders of death (e.g., news reports about war), produce larger mortality salience effects than a single

high-intensity reminder (e.g., 9/11; Pyszczynski et al., 1999). Hence, the relentless, yet less threatening, discussion

of war probably contributed to the steady increase in sentencing between 2001 and 2005. Given the aforementioned

argument, we posit that at the conclusion of the war, the length of sentences for the crimes in question will decline

assuming no major changes in sentencing legislation.
Conclusion
Even after taking our study limitations into account, our findings have weighty implications for the legal system and

organizations alike. The U.S. legal system is based on the principle that individuals guilty of the same deviant acts

should receive similar punishment; and, a similar mindset is generally present in most organizations. If managers

experience death reminders that increase their desire to punish certain workplace offenders more than others (i.e.,

ones that violate their morals; e.g., sexual harassment), organizations are, in effect, not meeting this ideal. More

generally, we have seen in the lab (see Pyszczynski et al., 2003, for a review), and now in the field, that when

individuals’ cultural worldviews are threatened, they will go to great lengths to uphold their beliefs—even if this

involves punishing individuals in an inconsistent manner. It is not our intention to place blame on legal officials or

managers affected by 9/11. We simply illustrate that cultural worldviews are socially constructed and are only

effective to the extent that individuals can preserve faith in their validity (Berger & Luckman, 1967).

After September 11, 2001 individuals strove to uphold their moral values and this probably affected how they

chose to punish others for engaging in deviant acts. While it is not possible to reverse the effects that this act of

terrorism has already had on organizations, we can be cognizant of these findings in the future and examine ways to

combat the negative effects that are tied so closely to our mortality.
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